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Simple Sentences: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks. 

1. A simple sentence contains one ______________ clause and no ______________ clauses. 

2. The one ______________ clause contains a (n) ______________ and a (n) _____________ 

and expresses a (n) ____________________________. 

3. Simple sentences can be used to  ______________________, a DECLARATIVE sentence. 

4. Simple sentences can be used to  ______________________, a INTERROGATIVE sentence. 

5. Simple sentences can be used to  ______________________, a IMPERATVE sentence. 

6. Simple sentences can be used to  ______________________, a EXCLAMATORY sentence. 

Circle “fragment or sentence” for each word group.  If it is a fragment, correct it to make it a SIMPLE sentence 
and write it on the line below.  

Write one simple sentence for each type listed . 

13.   ________________________________________________________________________ 
    Declarative 
 

14  ________________________________________________________________________ 
    Interrogative 
 

15.  ________________________________________________________________________ 
    Imperative 

7)  a large group of police riding horses      fragment sentence 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

8)   leaving her backpack by the door      fragment sentence 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

9)   fish need oxygen         fragment sentence 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Circle “has dependent clause or simple sentence” for each sentence.  If it has a dependent clause, rewrite the 
sentence on the line using a phrase instead of a clause and making it a SIMPLE sentence. 

10)   The person sitting behind us talked while the movie was playing.        has dep clause simple 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

11)   Before leaving on vacation, we packed and locked our suitcases.        has dep clause simple 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

12)   My uncle, wounded in Vietnam, required two operations to heal his injury.      has dep clause simple 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Simple Sentences: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks.  ANSWERS 

1. A simple sentence contains one _INDEPENDENT__ clause and no _DEPENDENT_ clauses. 

2. The one _INDEPENDENT_ clause contains a (n) _SUBJECT__ and a (n) _predicate or verb__ 

and expresses a (n) __COMPLETE THOUGHT___. 

3. Simple sentences can be used to  _MAKE A STATEMENT_, a DECLARATIVE sentence. 

4. Simple sentences can be used to  _ASK A QUESTION__, a INTERROGATIVE sentence. 

5. Simple sentences can be used to  MAKE A REQUEST OR COMMAND, a IMPERATVE sentence. 

6. Simple sentences can be used to  __SHOW GREAT EMOTION__, a EXCLAMATORY sentence. 

Circle “fragment or sentence” for each word group.  If it is a fragment, correct it to make it a SIMPLE sentence 
and write it on the line below.   ANSWERS—sentence corrections will vary, samples are given 

Write one simple sentence for each type listed . ANSWERS will vary, samples are given 

13.   _____Fish use gills to filter oxygen from water.____________________________ 
    Declarative 
 

14  ______Can you come over for dinner tonight?________________________________ 
    Interrogative 
 

15.  ______Please come over for dinner tonight.___________________________________ 
    Imperative 

7)  a large group of police riding horses      fragment sentence 

 ______A large group pf police riding horses were patrolling the park.__________________________ 

8)   leaving her backpack by the door      fragment sentence 

 ___Leaving her backpack by the door, Jamie entered the classroom._or Jamie is leaving ..______ 

9)   fish need oxygen         fragment sentence 

Circle “has dependent clause or simple sentence” for each sentence.  If it has a dependent clause, rewrite the 
sentence on the line using a phrase instead of a clause and making it a SIMPLE sentence.  ANSWERS—
sentence corrections will vary, samples are given 

10)   The person sitting behind us talked while the movie was playing.        has dep clause simple 

 ______The person sitting behind us talked during the movie._______________________________ 

11)   Before leaving on vacation, we packed and locked our suitcases.        has dep clause simple 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

12)   My uncle, wounded in Vietnam, required two operations to heal his injury.      has dep clause simple 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Simple Sentences: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks. SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS—Provide word bank. 
 

 make a statement   independent   subject 

 complete thought   make a request/command dependent 

 ask a question   predicate    show great emotion 

Circle “fragment or sentence” for each word group.  If it is a fragment, correct it to make it a SIMPLE sentence 
and write it on the line below. SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS—give a hint about what needs to be added 

Write one simple sentence for each type listed .SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS—use list of words that start de-
pendent clauses to avoid adding them to your simple sentences. 

13.   ________________________________________________________________________ 
    Declarative 
 

14  ________________________________________________________________________ 
    Interrogative 
 

15.  ________________________________________________________________________ 
    Imperative 

7)  a large group of police riding horses ADD A PREDICATE   fragment sentence 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

8)   leaving her backpack by the door    ADD A SUBJECT AND A PREDICATE   fragment sentence 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

9)   fish need oxygen   NOTHING TO ADD     fragment sentence 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Circle “has dependent clause or simple sentence” for each sentence.  If it has a dependent clause, rewrite the 
sentence on the line using a phrase instead of a clause and making it a SIMPLE sentence. SCAFFOLDING 
SUGGESTIONS—provide the list of subordinate conjunctions and relative pronouns.  

after as soon as if so that when 

although as though In order that than whenever 

as because now that though where 

as if before once unless wherever 

as long as even if provided (that) until while 

as much as even though since no matter how  who what 

whom which 

whose whomever 

that whatever 

whoever whichever 

These are words that start dependent clauses.  You can use the lists to help you 

find word groups in the sentence that might be dependent clauses.  Once you 

locate one of these words STOP and make sure that the word group has a subject 

and a verb.  If so, it is a dependent  clause; otherwise, it is just a phrase. 


